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Introduction 
Most integration projects use an enterprise canonical schema (or CDO – canonical data object), so that 

messages coming in from (or going out to) an external integration point (e.g. shipping orders coming in 

and shipping details going out) can be mapped to the CDO and routed internally to different applications 

that all understand the CDO. The CDO acts as common data structure that all applications reference.  

At a recent customer engagement, whenever they had to change the CDO, they had to delete all BizTalk 

applications referencing the CDO before they could deploy the modified CDO. Once the CDO was 

deployed, they would then redeploy all the applications that referenced the CDO. This can be risky in a 

live Production environment as you may have to remove several applications that do not need the CDO 

change (e.g. none of their maps reference the new elements in the CDO).  In addition to risk, there will 

be unnecessary down time: 

 If the applications fail to redeploy for some reason. 

 When applications outside of BizTalk that need these applications to be up and responsive will 

also fail as they can’t send requests to these applications. In many business scenarios, BizTalk is 

part of the company’s mission critical infrastructure, and cannot be taken down for any 

extended period of time.  

 Since BizTalk is a guaranteed delivery system, and has the ability to queue, retry and resubmit 

service requests.  The upstream systems that consume BizTalk services typically do not have the 

ability to queue their requests when BizTalk is down, resulting in request failures that have to be 

retried manually (unless they implement some form of queuing system between themselves and 

BizTalk, which means they have to now maintain a queuing system in addition to BizTalk, 

resulting in more maintenance middleware overhead, cost, and latency). 

By using the BizTalk ESB toolkit, you can avoid having to delete many applications when there’s a change 

to the CDO. The ESB toolkit allows you to use itineraries that can call maps dynamically (using .NET 

reflection). In addition, you can use XML and multipart messages so that schemas are not tightly bound 

to ports and orchestrations. 

The simple code sample below shows how the ESB toolkit can help you deploy CDO changes without 

incurring any down time. The receive locations and the applications are enabled and active throughout 

the deployment process for the CDO schema changes and map changes, so there is no down time. The 

samples below were built using Microsoft BizTalk Server 2016 and ESB Toolkit version 2.5. 
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Code Sample with ESB Toolkit 
We have created four applications in the sample - ESB.Enterprise, ESB.InvoicingWithESB, 

ESB.ShippingWithESB, ESB.POOrderConfirmationWithESB.  

 

1) Enterprise Application 

The Enterprise application includes the enterprise canonical purchase order schema (or CDO) that we 

reference in all our applications. The CDO was built and deployed as part of Enterprise application. 

 

 

2) Purchase Order ConfirmationWithESB Application:  

In this application, we are sending a confirmation of the order processed. The Purchase Order 

Confirmation Schema will be used to generate the output confirmation message. 
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A map is used in this application, which maps from the canonical Purchase Order (PO) schema (or CDO) 

to the PO Confirmation schema, and gives the full name and the confirmation of the order submitted. 

 

 

We’re using an ESB toolkit itinerary, POOrderConfirmationItinerary, to generate the PO confirmation 

message. 

 

Deploy the application and configure the Receive location  
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Create a Dynamic send port and select the Send pipeline as ‘ItinerarySendPassthrough’ and set the filter 

as: 

 

3) Invoicing application 
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This application will help us generate an invoice of the purchase order submitted. The following 

invoicing schema will be used to generate the output invoice message.  

 

 

We used a map to generate the invoice message using the CDO schema as a source schema and invoice 

schema as destination schema. 

 

 

We are using an ESB toolkit itinerary, InvoicingItinerary, for calling the invoicing map. 

 

Deploy the application and configure the Receive location: 
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Create a Dynamic send port and select the Send pipeline as ‘ItinerarySendPassthrough’ and set the filter 

as: 
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4) Shipping Application 

This application uses a shipping schema for shipping notifications. 

 

A shipping map is used to generate a shipping notification message and the source for this map is the 

CDO. 

 

We’re using an itinerary to call the shipping notification map. 

 

Deploy the application and configure the Receive location  
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Create a Dynamic send port and select the Send pipeline as ‘ItinerarySendPassthrough’ and set the filter 

as: 
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Here’s the sample input file that will be consumed by all the applications. This instance is based on the 

canonical purchase order schema (CDO) that is contained within the Enterprise application. 

 

Once we deploy all the applications and start them, we drop the above purchase order input file to a 

receive folder, and then check the destination folder for the output file. 

PurchaseOrderConfirmationWithESB application receive and destination folders: 

 

    Receive Folder: 

 

                  Destination Folder: 
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InvoicingWithESB application receive and destination folders: 

                   Receive Folder: 

 

                 Destination Folder: 

 

 

 

ShippingWithESB Application receive and destination folder: 

                Receive Folder: 

 

                 Destination Folder: 
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Now we will make changes to the CDO or canonical purchase order schema (adding one new field called 

Item). We can build the Enterprise application with the new CDO. 

 

 

We can redeploy the Enterprise application use btstask with the GacOnAdd option and AddResource: 

/Options (or /Op, 

see Remarks) 
No 

- GacOnAdd: Specify to install the assembly to the global assembly cache 

(GAC) on the local computer during the AddResource operation. 

The deployment will succeed with no errors. 

We rebuilt the map using the new enterprise canonical PO schema (CDO).  
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We redeployed the updated map dll to GAC using btstask. If the deploy fails, you can use the BizTalk 

Admin console to delete the resource. This will remove the DLL from BizTalkMgmtDb (management 

database) but will leave it in GAC so that messages will continue being processed (no down time). This 

trick will not work in cases where maps are not being called dynamically. 

We then restarted all the hosts and reran our test. The changed purchase order input file is shown 

below with the new field “Items”, which was dropped to the input folder. 

 

This was picked up by the PO confirmation application and we see that we can see the new field in the 

output purchase order confirmation message. 

 

The other two applications did not reference the new field in the enterprise canonical PO schema, so the 

output didn’t change. 
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As the above sample shows, we were able to change the CDO and deploy the modified schema and 

maps while keeping receive locations and all applications active (no down time to deploy this change). 

No applications needed to be deleted to deploy these changes, so this allows BizTalk to continue 

receiving messages from upstream applications. Once the hosts are restarted, the new CDO schema 

takes effect. 

Next, we will show what happens when we have to make the same change to CDO schema and we do 

not use the ESB toolkit. What we’ll observe is we will have to delete all applications before we can 

deploy the modified CDO, and once the modified Enterprise application (which includes the CDO schema 

in it) is redeployed, only then can we redeploy all the other applications that reference the CDO. When 

we delete all applications, we have down time and BizTalk is not able to receive any messages from 

upstream applications since the receive locations are also gone. 
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Code sample without using the ESB toolkit 
In this sample, we will show how changes to enterprise canonical schema (CDO) will require deleting all 

applications that reference the CDO, resulting in down time when the applications are deleted since 

nothing will be received by BizTalk until the applications have been redeployed and are back online. 

There is also some risk in case redeployments fail. The implementation below does not use the ESB 

toolkit, and the maps are being called statically from within the orchestration. 

We have four applications that are part of this sample: 

ESB.Enterprise, ESB.InvoicingWithoutESB, ESB.ShippingWithoutESB, 

ESB.POOrderConfirmationWihoutESB.  

 

1) Enterprise Application 

In this application, we use the same canonical schema for a Purchase Order (Canonical Data Object or 

CDO) as the one we used in the previous sample. 
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2) Purchase Order ConfirmationWithoutESB Application 

In this application, we create a purchase order confirmation message based on the order processed. 

Purchase Order (PO) confirmation schema (shown below) will be used to generate the output message 

used in the confirmation. 

 

A PO confirmation map is used, which takes the CDO as the source message and PO confirmation 

schema as the destination schema. 

 

A PO confirmation orchestration will call the map statically, taking the CDO as input and PO confirmation 

as the output message. 

 

3) Invoicing application 

This application will help us generate an invoice of the PO created. The invoicing schema (shown below) 

will be used to give the output for the invoice to be generated. 
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The invoice map, shown below, will help in generating an invoice message based on CDO schema as 

input. 

 

The InvoiceOrch orchestration will call the invoice map, using CDO as the input message and the 

invoicing schema as output. 

 

4) Shipping Application 

Shipping schema for the shipping notification application is shown below. 
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The shipping map is used to generate the Shipping notification message. 

 

The ShippingOrch orchestration calls the above map using CDO ss input and ShippingSchema as the 

output. 

 

We generated an input file to be used for testing: 

 

We start all the applications and drop the input file to receive folder and check the output in Destination 

folder. 
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PurchaseOrderConfirmation application: 

    Receive Folder: 

 

    Destination folder: 

 

InvoicingWithout ESB application: 

                   Receive Folder: 

 

Destination folder: 
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Shipping Application: 

                Receive Folder: 

 

              Destination folder: 

 

Expected Output: 

PurchaseOrderConfirmation application: 

         Invoicing Without ESB application: 
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Shipping Application: 

 

Now we will make changes to the CDO or PO canonical schema (adding one field as Item). We rebuilt the 

Enterprise application which includes the CDO. 

 

When deploying the changed CDO PO schema from Visual studio we get an error.  

 

When trying to add resource via the BizTalk Admin console, the console is asking us to remove all the 

dependent applications. We cannot use the BizTalk Admin console to remove the schema DLL and the 

map DLLs that depend on the CDO change. We need to delete all orchestrations before we can delete 

the resources via BizTalk Admin console, which results in down time as the orchestrations are gone. 
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For us to successfully deploy the modified CDO or enterprise PO schema, we have to remove all the 

dependent artifacts in all the other applications.  If we try to remove Map directly, it will ask us to 

remove the orchestration. 

 

To remove the orchestration, we need to Unenlist the orchestration. 
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Similarly, we have to follow the same procedures for other two applications. 
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After deleting all the dependent applications, if we try to directly (without marking the Overwrite 

Action) deploy (or add the new resource) we get the following error:

 

As stated in the error box we have three methods to overwrite the deployment: 

1) Open as command Prompt 

2) Type the following command, substituting the appropriate values, as shown with GacOnAdd: 
BTSTask 
AddResource [/ApplicationName:value] /Type:System.BizTalk:BizTalkAssembly [/Overwrite] /
Source:value [/Destination:value] [/Options:GacOnAdd [/Server:value] [/Database:value] 

 

This will successfully overwrite the deployment: 
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As we can see we were able to deploy the CDO or enterprise PO schema that was built as part of the 

Enterprise application. However, at this point in time, if we get PO dropped in for BizTalk to process, it 

now going to be able to generate PO confirmations, or shipping notifications, or invoices since all three 

applications had to be deleted to deploy the modified CDO or enterprise PO schema. This results in 

down time and errors with potential loss of messages if the upstream processes continue sending 

orders to BizTalk, as there are no receive locations or orchestrations present within BizTalk to process 

the incoming messages as we’ve deleted all the applications. As we demonstrated earlier, this error 

condition would not occur when we use the ESB Toolkit, as we do not need to delete existing 

applications to deploy the modified CDO schema and Enterprise application, and therefore, there is no 

down time or message loss. The ESB toolkit, as was mentioned in the introduction, resolves maps 

dynamically and ports are not tightly bound to schemas. 

Once the modified Enterprise application is deployed, we can verify that the new element is included as 

part of the CDO or enterprise PO schema. 
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We then rebuilt the other three applications (POOrderConfirmationWithoutESB, InvoicingWithoutESB, 

and ShippingNotification) with the modified CDO or enterprise PO schema and redeployed them. 

The changed input file with the new element called “Items” is shown below: 

 

When we drop this file to the input folder, we see the expected output file being generated. 
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Conclusions 
The BizTalk ESB toolkit provides several capabilities, for example, reduce down time, build applications 

that adhere to SOA (service oriented architecture) principles, and promote reuse. The ESB toolkit is 

supported by Microsoft. 

For more details on how we can help you implement BizTalk solutions using the ESB toolkit, please 

contact us at info@enkaytech.com. 
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